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Abstract
It is now almost 15 years since the publication of the first paper on text mining in the genomics domain, and decades
since the first paper on text mining in the medical domain. Enormous progress has been made in the areas of
information retrieval, evaluation methodologies and resource construction. Some problems, such as abbreviation-
handling, can essentially be considered solved problems, and others, such as identification of gene mentions in text,
seem likely to be solved soon.However, a number of problems at the frontiers of biomedical textmining continue to
present interesting challenges and opportunities for great improvements and interesting research. In this article we
review the current state of the art in biomedical text mining or ‘BioNLP’ in general, focusing primarily on papers
published within the past year.

Keywords: text mining; natural language processing; information extraction; text summarization; image mining; question
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INTRODUCTION
Biomedical text mining: context and
objectives
One of the most common motivating claims for the

necessity of biomedical text mining is the phenom-

enal growth of the biomedical literature, and the

resulting need of biomedical scientists for assistance

in assimilating the high rate of new publications. [In

this article, we discuss the biological, rather than the

medical/clinical literature, almost exclusively, due

both to the subject matter of this journal, and to the

difficulty of covering both topics in the allotted

number of pages. We use the term biomedical
nonetheless, since much of what we say about

processing of biological text applies to medical text,

as well (1)]. Hunter and Cohen [2] demonstrate that

the growth in new PubMed/MEDLINE publica-

tions is exponential; at this rate of publication, it is

difficult or impossible for biologists to keep up with

the relevant publications in their own discipline, let

alone publications in other, related disciplines. For

bench scientists, published data is the best source for

interpreting high-throughput experiments, but auto-

mated text processing methods are required to

integrate them into the data analysis workflow [3].

For researchers in general, literature-based discovery

has often been held out as a potential source of

promising hypotheses. Model organism database

curators are often implicitly, if not explicitly, the

intended users of biomedical text mining systems,

and their need for text mining technologies may be

the greatest; recent work by Baumgartner et al. [4]
suggests that at the current rate of annotation of

genes and gene products, it will be years at best and

decades at worst, before some of the manually

curated genomic resources are complete without the
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development of automated curation aids such as

could be supplied by text mining.

Methods and scope
This article surveys recent work in biomedical text

mining over a period which ranges approximately

from the end of 2005 (the date of publication of the

most recent review of biomedical text mining in this

journal [5]) to the beginning of 2007. We selected

interesting publications by scanning the tables of

contents of the following journals: Artificial

Intelligence in Medicine, Bioinformatics, Biomedical

Digital Libraries, BMC Bioinformatics, Genome

Biology, Genome Research, Journal of the American

Medical Informatics Association, Journal of Biome-

dical Informatics, Journal of Biomedical Science,

Nature Reviews Genetics, Nucleic Acids Research,

PLoS Computational Biology, PNAS and ACM

Transactions on Information Systems. We did the

same for conference or workshop proceedings from:

PSB 2006, 2007, BioNLP 2006, NAACL 2006,

COLING/ACL 2006, AMIA 2005, 2006 and ISMB

2006. We also issued bibliographic queries for: ‘text

mining’ in Bioinformatics (MEDLINE), ‘biology’ or

‘medicine’ in ACM journals and PubMed ‘related

articles,’ starting from the review papers [5–7].

We selected papers where text-based processing

was involved. We included a few borderline papers

where literature mining was based on manually

assigned Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) key-

words, or which relied only on information-retrieval

methods. We focused on the biomedical domain,

including a few borderline papers in the clinical

domain. Because of the necessarily restricted focus of

this survey, and of the extreme proficiency of the

field, we could not do justice to the important work

performed until 2005, nor to the totality of the

activity which took place in 2006–07. We refer

the interested reader to previous surveys [2, 5–15]

(marked S in the bibliography) and to the above-

mentioned journals and conferences.

Areas of research
Most biomedical text mining research relies, to

varying degrees, on natural language processing

methods and tools.

There are broader and stricter definitions of

text mining (e.g. [16, 17]). On the strictest definition

of the term, a text mining system must return

knowledge that is not explicitly stated in text. On

this definition, literature-based discovery (Section

‘Literature-based discovery’) and some summariza-

tion and question-answering systems would qualify

as text mining. On a broader definition, any system

that extracts information from text or performs

functions that are necessary prerequisites for doing

so, would be considered as text mining. This would

include a range of application types, from named

entity recognition to literature-based discovery, and

many things in between.

Most biomedical text mining systems include a

module that recognizes biological entities or concepts

in text (Section ‘Named entity recognition’) (some-

times normalized to unique identifiers in an ontology

or other knowledge source). Relations between

biological entities can then be detected (Section

‘Identifying relations between biomedical entities’).

These are the two usual components of information

extraction (Section ‘Extracting facts from texts’).

Beyond information extraction (in Section ‘Beyond

information extraction’), document summarization

aims to identify and present succinctly the most

important aspects of a document in order to save

reading time (Section ‘Summarization’). The source

documents are more and more often full-text articles,

which generally include not only text, but also

information-rich non-textual information such as

tables and images (Section ‘Processing non-textual

material’). The ‘Question answering’ section describes

systems which strive to provide precise answers to

naturally formulated questions. True text mining not

only gives direct access to facts stated in texts, but also

helps uncover indirect relationships between biolo-

gical entities (Section ‘Literature-based discovery’),

thereby directly addressing the problem of informa-

tion overload.

The most important requirement of text mining

(and arguably one of the most under-addressed to

date) is to be oriented towards the user (Section

‘Assessment and user-focused systems’). Evaluation of

the quality of systems and results helps assess the

confidence in the produced data (Section ‘Annotated

text collections and large-scale evaluation’). And

finally, actual studies of user needs should drive

technical developments, rather than the opposite

(Section ‘Understanding user needs’). The rest of this

article is organized according to these areas.

EXTRACTING FACTS FROMTEXTS
Extracting explicitly stated facts from text was the

goal of many of the earliest biologically oriented text
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mining applications (see [9, 12] for reviews of this

early work). Systems with this goal are commonly

known as information extraction or relation extraction
applications. Such systems typically perform named

entity recognition as an initial processing step.

Named entity recognition
Biological named entity recognition (NER) is a task

that identifies the boundary of a substring and then

maps the substring to a predefined category (e.g.

Protein, Gene or Disease). The earliest NER systems

typically applied rule-based approaches (e.g. [18]).

As annotated corpora have become available,

machine-learning approaches have become a main-

stream of research. Although Conditional Random

Fields (CRFs) have recently gained popularity for the

NER task (e.g. [19])—Jin et al. [20] annotated over

1000 MEDLINE abstracts to recognize clinical

descriptions of malignancy presented in text, trained

on the annotated data with CRFs, and reported 0.84

F-measure—the choice of algorithm seems to matter

less than the feature set [21]. High-performing

systems have included a combination of data-driven

features, such as character n-grams for tokens and

word n-grams for context; linguistic solutions to the

problem of boundary location for multi-word names,

such as syntactic analysis and location of gene symbol

definitions; and corpus-based methods such as

Google searches for patterns like ‘X gene’.

Biological named entities are often ambiguous in

their boundaries and categories. Olsson et al. [22]

found that the differences in boundary criteria (e.g.

‘right match’ and ‘left match’) had an impact on

NER performance, and proposed a variety of scoring

criteria for different application needs. Dingare et al.
[23] also examined the effect of variability in

annotation consistency on system performance.

Many NER and information extraction systems

make use of lists of terms of entities. Sandler etal. [24]
constructed term lists using distributional clustering

methods. The methods group words based on the

contexts they appear in, including neighboring words

and syntactic relations. Results suggested that auto-

matically generated term lists significantly boost the

performance of a CRF gene tagger. However, in

most cases, unprocessed lists of gene names do not

increase the performance of gene/protein NER

systems, except in cases where their performance

without external lists is unusually poor [21].

Tanabe et al. [25] constructed a semantic database

called SemCat that consists of a large number of

semantically categorized terms that come from

biomedical knowledge resources (e.g. UMLS, GO

and ChemID) and open-domain corpora (e.g. the

Wall Street Journal corpus and Brown Corpus).

SemCat data was used to train a priority model [26]

which takes into consideration the position of words

(a word to the right is more likely to determine the

nature of the entity than a word to the left). The

priority model out-performed two other baseline

systems, achieving an F-measure of 0.96 for name

classification.

While NER categorizes biological entity occur-

rences in text, other methods can be used to assign

categories to biological entities based on the set of

texts in which they occur. For instance, Maguitman

etal. [27] correctly assigned over 75% of 3663 proteins

to one of 618 Pfam families, relying on the set of

MEDLINE abstracts associated by SWISSPROT to

each protein. Proteins with similar sets of abstracts

were assumed to have the same Pfam family; the best

results in this experiment were achieved by represent-

ing abstracts by the words they contain.

Identifying relations between biomedical
entities
The basic facts that text mining systems generally aim

to extract from the literature typically take the form

of relations between two biological elements

identified by NER. (As we discuss below in

Section ‘Outlook for the future: what are the

‘‘new frontiers’’ for biomedical text mining?’, this

is an area where improvement is called for, and

wherein there has been progress in the recent past.)

Work reviewed in this section shows an evolution in

the distribution of extraction methods from

co-occurrence and patterns to fuller parsing.

Advances are made in assessing the quality of

extracted facts. Finally, multiple types of relations

are addressed in the literature, among which

‘contrasts’ between proteins.

The simplest way to detect relations between

biomedical entities is to collect texts or sentences in

which they co-occur. Co-occurrence statistics can

provide high recall (if most co-occurrences are

returned) but may have poor precision, and are

now used more as a simple baseline method against

which other methods are compared [28–30].

Pattern-based methods enforce more precise linguis-

tic conditions for relation detection. Although

they can theoretically be applied directly to raw

text, sentence segmentation and part-of-speech

(POS) tagging are performed in virtually all cases.
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Phrase chunkers are used in some instances to detect

basic phrases (noun phrase, prepositional phrase,

etc.). Patterns detect individual hypothetical

instances of relations, which can be aggregated over

a corpus. Bunescu et al. [28] learn the weights of

patterns, based on word and POS features, which

extract (unlabeled) confidence-rated gene/protein

relations from individual sentences. Confidence

of a relation for the whole corpus is computed as

the maximum of its confidence values over all

sentences. This method is combined with statistical

co-occurrence extraction using pointwise mutual

information, and the combined model performs

better than any individual method.

An important advance in the recent past has been

an increase in the attention paid to syntax. Fuller

parsing methods produce more elaborate syntactic

information. Syntactic structures are represented as

constituent parse trees or dependency trees, and

encode grammatical relations (subject, direct object,

noun modifier, etc.) between phrases or words.

Curran and Moens [29] have shown that for some

information extraction tasks, using simpler methods

on large corpora may be more effective than

syntactically more elaborate but computationally

more expensive methods on smaller corpora.

However, when corpus size is bounded, as is for

instance that of MEDLINE, and when the whole

corpus can be parsed in a reasonable amount of time,

complete syntactic analysis of sentence structure is

expected to provide better results. The conjunction

of the well-known increase in computing power and

of sustained research into fast parsing algorithms now

makes it feasible to apply complete syntactic analysis

to very large corpora, and a resurgence of work in

this area is a notable development in current work in

biomedical text mining.

Fundel et al. [30] apply the Stanford Lexicalized

Parser to produce dependency trees from MEDLINE

abstracts. This information is complemented with

gene and protein names obtained by the ProMiner

[31] NER system, after chunking with fnTBL

(http://nlp.cs.jhu.edu/�rflorian/fntbl/). The system

applies three relation extraction rules to the obtained

structure, also checking for negation and passive

inversion, to detect gene/protein interactions.

Recall/precision/F-measure figures of 85/79/82

were achieved on the LLL challenge data set (80-

sentence test set [32]) and 78/79/78 on a 50-abstract

subset of the Human Protein Reference Database

(HPRD). Again, the system achieved significantly

better precision and F-measure, at the expense of

recall, than simple co-occurrence. More importantly,

it also significantly outperformed all the approaches

previously applied to the LLL-challenge. Fundel

et al. also performed a large-scale feasibility test of

complete syntactic analysis on 1 million MEDLINE

abstracts, demonstrating that it was achieveable in

only 1 week of processing time, given a 40-Xeon

cluster. There has also been interesting work on an

alternative form of syntactic representation known as

dependency parsing. Rinaldi et al. [33] demonstrate

that dependency parsing can be used to build an

effective relation extraction application. The system

is known as the Pro3Gres dependency parser.

Processing begins with POS tagging, lemmatization,

NP and VP chunking (LTCHUNK) and terminol-

ogy detection. Pro3Gres combines a hand-written

grammar with a statistical language model. Patterns

with access to lexical, syntactic and semantic type

information are applied to dependency trees.

‘Semantic’ patterns group several variant syntactic

patterns, to take into account, e.g. the passive

transformation. Evaluated on three relations (activate,
bind and block) extracted from the GENIA corpus

[34], a range of precision and recall values was

achieved on various measures, ranging from preci-

sion of 52% (strict)–90% (correct relation with

approximate boundaries) and recall of 40% (esti-

mated lower bound)–60% (actually measured on a

subset of the corpus).

Full parsing for relation extraction is applied to

the whole of MEDLINE by the GENIA group [35].

Fast techniques for probabilistic HPSG parsing [36]

are used to parse the 1.4 billion word MEDLINE

corpus in 9 days on a double cluster of 340 Xeon

CPUs. The system is evaluated by directly querying

the resulting predicate-based representation and

comparing the results with traditional, IR-style

keyword search through MEDLINE sentences.

An improvement in precision of over 80% is

reported for most queries, with a recall of 30–50%

relative to keyword search. Such a method enables

users to quickly identify precise biological informa-

tion in MEDLINE (the system can be accessed at

http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/info-pubmed/

[37]).

Syntactic analysis can be complemented by seman-

tic role labeling, a step which assigns roles (e.g.

location, time, etc.) to sentence elements and can help

further improve relation extraction. Tsai et al. [38]

train a role labeling system on a specifically prepared
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extract of the GENIA corpus [39], which they call

BioProp, where the predicate-argument structures of

30 frequently used biomedical verbs predicates are

annotated. Their system is much more effective at

extracting arguments in biomedical text than a

general-purpose (newswire-oriented) semantic role

labeling system, especially for adjunct arguments such

as location and manner (e.g. how to conduct an

experiment), and obtains a global F-measure of 87%.

An important issue in text mining is the quality of

extracted facts. Would it be possible to automatically

determine that quality? Two strategies are suggested.

Masseroli et al. [40] study a criterion which helps to

identify less reliable extraction contexts, boosting

precision at the expense of recall. They show that

a shorter distance between predicate and argument

increases the precision of predications extracted by

their SemGen system (when a predicate is a verb or

a preposition). Precision of gene–gene relations

increases from 42 to 71% if distance is constrained

to be minimal, and precision of gene–disease relations

also increases from 74 to 88%. Incidentally, a

shorter distance also helps in filtering results from

co-occurrence-based extraction, although to a much

lesser extent.

Rodriguez-Esteban et al. [41] go one step further

to automatically mimic human evaluation of mole-

cular interaction statements extracted by their

GeneWays system. To prepare training data, evalua-

tors annotated approximately 45 000 unique state-

ments as correct or not, and if incorrect, specified the

type of error. An automatic classifier was then trained

on this data; the features used consisted of system

output such as dictionary-based information, word

metrics, punctuation, terms, and POS tags, as well as

human-assigned evaluation annotations from the

training set. The best results were obtained with

a maximum entropy classifier, with an area under the

ROC curve close to 0.95. The important point here

is that this ‘artificial intelligence curator’ performs

slightly better than any of the four human evaluators

that prepared the data.

The rich body of work on relation extraction

addresses various kinds of relations, including genes/

proteins, protein point mutations [42], protein

binding sites [43], gene-disease [44], phenotypic

context [45, 46] and mutations [47]. Kim et al. [48]
investigate a quite different kind of relation: contrasts

between proteins, e.g. NAT1 binds eIF4A but not
eIF4E. Starting from MEDLINE abstracts which

contain the word ‘not’, they apply their own

POS-tagger and NP chunker, then detect contrastive

negation patterns such as ‘A but not B’, where A and

B must be parallel (i.e. include similar words and

phrases). Contrastive information is then extracted

from the nonparallel parts of A and B. Identified

proteins are grounded with respect to Swiss-Prot

entries. Applied to 2.5 million MEDLINE abstracts,

they produced 41 471 protein-protein contrasts

(they can be examined at http://biocontrasts.bio-

pathway.org/), with a precision of 97% estimated on

a 100 pairs random sample. Incidentally, their POS

tagger, when compared to the reference MedPost,

trades �5 points of precision for a 10� factor in

speed, so that the system processes an abstract in

0.038 s (on a Sun Fire V440).

BEYOND INFORMATION
EXTRACTION
This section describes systems that go beyond

information extraction into areas that meet the

strictest definition of text mining, as well as systems

that deal with additional data types other than text,

per se. While the input to information extraction

systems are typically single sentences, the inputs to

these systems are typically a full document—usually

at least an abstract, sometimes a full journal article,

and in rare cases, a collection of documents (as in

multi-document summarization, discussed below).

Another contrast with information extraction systems

is that the outputs of these systems are not restricted

to simple statements about relations between entities.

Summarization
The goal of automatic text summarization is to

identify the most important aspects of one or more

documents and present these aspects succinctly and

coherently. In recent evaluation paradigms, these

aspects are perceived as important ‘nuggets of

information’ if they satisfy the need for information

expressed in the form of complex questions on

a topic of interest. The interest in topic-specific

(also known as targetted summarization) summarization

in the open domain (i.e. when applied to non-

domain-specific general English text, typically from

newswire stories) is exemplified by the Document

Understanding Conference evaluations [49], and in

the clinical domain by experiments in sum-

marizing the best treatments for a given disease

[50]. [Traditional ‘generic’ summaries make no

assumptions about the intended use of the summary,
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other than a distinction between indicative summa-

ries (whose only goal is to help the reader make a

decision about whether or not they would be

interested in reading the summarized document)

and informative summaries (whose goal is to actually

deliver information from the summarized document

to the reader. Targeted/focused summaries, on the

other hand, aim to satisfy a unique information need,

often expressed as a query].

In targeted summarization of biological literature,

Ling et al. [51] developed a method for generating

structured summaries characterizing six aspects of

a gene: (i) Gene products, (ii) Expression location,

(iii) Sequence information, (iv) Wild-type function

and phenotypic information, (v) Mutant phenotype

and (vi) Genetic interaction. The summary frames

are populated by retrieving relevant MEDLINE

abstracts and extracting sentences containing infor-

mation about a given aspect of the target gene.

Similarly, to combining evidence in determining

most informative sentences about the outcomes of

treatments [50], Ling et al. [51] score sentences

combining their marks for category relevance,

document relevance and location of the sentence

in the abstract. This extraction method achieved

50–70% precision in identifying the above six aspects

for a test set of 10 randomly selected genes.

The task of succinctly describing a gene function

using MEDLINE abstracts is carried out manually

when providing Gene References Into Function

(GeneRIF for genes described in Entrez Gene

database). The TREC 2003 Genomics Track [52]

included a task on the prediction of GeneRIFs. Lu

et al. [53] suggest performing this task using

summarization techniques combined with GO

annotations associated with the existing Entrez

Gene entries. The authors then further develop

their method into an innovative application of

summarization to a real-life task: a summary revision

approach to detect low-quality and obsolete

GeneRIFs, achieving 89% precision and 79% recall

in this task, and producing qualitatively more useful

GeneRIFs than other methods.

More recently, Baumgartner et al. [4] have applied
a summarization approach to the BioCreative 2006

sentence selection subtask of the protein–protein

interaction task. Their extractive summarization

approach to finding the best sentence describing

a protein–protein interaction achieved a 19% correct

rate, the best achieved in this challenge; the second-

place system scored 6%.

In addition to development of summarization

techniques, there is ongoing research on providing

better access to facts extracted from text and linking

the facts and associated knowledge in databases.

EBIMed [54] and GeneLibrarian [55] are new

additions to such services as iHOP [56], MedMiner

[57], Chilibot [58] and others (http://www.oxford

journals.org/nar/webserver/cap/).

Related to summarization is the task of describing

the main topics of a text using MeSH terms, as

performed by human indexers for the MEDLINE

database. Névéol et al. [59] strive to facilitate this

manual process by improving the automatic genera-

tion of suggested MeSH terms; the NLM indexers

use them in the indexing process. This work focuses

on the novel task of assigning combinations of

MeSH descriptors and qualifiers, rather than just

assigning single MeSH descriptors, to a citation.

Categorization of a document into one of a set

of predefined classes (e.g. GO codes) is another

application related to summarization (see, e.g. [11]

for more detail). A successful assignment of GO

codes to genes was achieved by Stoica and Hearst

[60], who assigns GO terms by searching biomedical

text for GO codes assigned to orthologues of the

target gene. Fyshe and Szafron [61] categorize

document abstracts with respect to the sub-cellular

localization of proteins, employing GO as an

additional source of information. Categorization of

document abstracts is also one of the components of

Höglund et al.’s [62] method for predicting sub-

cellular localization.

There seems to be steady ongoing research in

biomedical text summarization. It would now be

desirable to see more real-life applications of

summarization, more research in task-driven sum-

marization and research in coherent multi-document

generative summarization.

Processing non-textual material
To date, most work on biomedical language

processing systems has been applied to textual

information only, and does not provide access to

other important data, such as images (e.g. figures).

Recent years have been marked by emerging

research interests in applying image processing as

well as natural language processing approaches to

analyze figure images and their associated text

[63–68] or to take into account specific forms of

text such as chemical compounds [69].
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The Subcellular Location Image Finder (SLIF)

system [63, 64, 68] is the first system that targets

images in biomedical literature. SLIF extracts and

analyzes a specific type of image, i.e. the fluorescence

microscope images from biomedical full-text articles.

It utilizes geometric moments, textual measures

and morphological image processing to extract

all figure images from biomedical full-text journal

articles, to identify those figures that depict fluores-

cence microscope images and then to identify

numerical features (i.e. computing SLF6 features

and then converting the outputs to a single

numerical score) that capture sub-cellular location.

The precision/recall of figure-caption extraction was

98/77%. Figures are decomposed into panels by

recursively subdividing the figure by looking for

horizontal and vertical white-space partitions. The

decomposition achieved a precision of 73% and a

recall of 60%. Fluorescence microscope images are

identified using a k-nearest neighbor classifier with
the gray-scale histogram as features; this achieved

97% precision with 92% recall. Multi-cell images

are segmented into single cell images. The resulting

binary images contain objects which correspond

to the cells. The algorithm achieved a precision/

recall of 62/32%. Subcellular location features

(SLF) are produced to summarize the localization

pattern of each cell. All methods demonstrated their

robustness to variations introduced in experiment

preparation, cell type and microscopy method,

and image alternations introduced during publica-

tion. SLIF developed different methods to align

image panels to their corresponding sub-captions

[64, 68].

Rafkind et al. [67] defined five categories of

images that appear in biomedical full-text articles

(Figures 1–5), and applied the supervised machine

learning algorithm Support Vector Machines (SVMs)

to classify figure images automatically into these

categories. Given a total of 554 annotated figure

images, the classifiers achieved a 50.74% F-score
when applying image features alone (intensity and

edge-based features) and a 68.54% F-score when

applying text features (bag-of-words and n-grams

obtained from the captions). When fusing image

features with text, the combined classifier achieved

an F-score of 73.66%.

Shatkay et al. [65] developed a hierarchical image

classification scheme for figure images. Figure images

are classified into Graphical, Experimental and

Other. Graphical figures are classified into Bar

Chart, Line Chart and Other Diagrams.

Experimental figures are classified into Gel

Electrophoresis, Fluorescence Microscopy and

Other Microscopy. With a total of 1600

annotated figure images, they applied SVM classifiers

to achieve 95% accuracy for separating Graphical

from Experimental figures, and 93% accuracy for

separating the three types of Experimental figures.

Forty-six image features (e.g. histograms and edge

direction histogram) were used for the classification

task. They found that the text categorization task

can benefit from the integration of those image

features.

Although images provide important biomedical

experimental evidence [66], they are usually incom-

prehensible by humans without corresponding

associated text. To this end, Yu [75] examined

three types of associated text: image captions,

associated sentences that appear in the abstract and

associated sentences that appear in the full-text body,

and concluded that sentences in the abstract can be

used to summarize image content and that other

associated text typically describes only experimental

procedures and does not include the indications or

conclusions of an experiment. Yu and Lee [66]

randomly selected a total of 329 bioscience articles

published in the journals Cell, EMBO, Journal of

Biological Chemistry and Proceedings of the

National Academy of Sciences (PNAS). For each

article, they emailed the corresponding author and

invited him/her to identify abstract sentence(s)

which summarize image content within the same

article. A total of 119 scientists (either the first or the

corresponding author) from 19 countries participated

voluntarily in the annotation and produced a total of

114 annotated articles, in which 87.9% figure images

and 85.3% table images correspond to abstract

sentences, and 66.5% of abstract sentences corre-

spond to images that appear in the full-text articles.

Yu and Lee further designed a user-interface BioEx

in which the associations between images and

abstract sentences are visualized. BioEx provides

access to images through the associated abstract

sentences. Those 119 scientists who annotated their

articles were invited to evaluate the BioEx interface

to compare it with two other baseline interfaces in

which images cannot be accessed through abstract

sentences. Forty-one scientists participated in the

evaluation and 36 (87.8%) preferred the BioEx user-

interface. The association of images and abstract

sentences in Yu and Lee is achieved using
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hierarchical clustering algorithms based on the word

level similarity between abstract sentences and image

captions. One of the systems achieved a precision of

72% that corresponded to a recall of 33%.

Somewhat related to images by their nonlinear

nature are chemical compound descriptions. Rhodes

et al. [69] describe a molecular similarity search

engine for identifying similar chemical compounds

in a patent corpus. The system first identifies

chemical names in text, converts the names to

corresponding compound structures, and then pres-

ents each structure as a IUPAC International

Chemical Identifier (InChI) code. Features are

extracted from the InChI codes and the text-based

Vector Space Model is then applied to index and

Figure 1: Image category defined in [67]: Image-of-
thing, from cover page of [70].

Figure 2: Image category defined in [67]: Gel, from
cover page of [71].

Figure 3: Image category defined in [67]: Graph, from
cover page of [72].

Figure 4: Image category defined in [67]: Model, from
cover page of [73].

Figure 5: Image category defined in [67]: Mix, from
cover page of [74].
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retrieve relevant chemical compounds. Evaluation

found that the similarity search outperformed a text-

based search.

Outside the biological domain, systems have

mainly been developed to retrieve medical images

from databases. ImageCLEFmed [76] is a medical

image retrieval task as a part of CLEF (Cross

Language Evaluation Forum) since 2004. 12 groups

participated in 2006 and IPAL [77] achieved the

highest mean average precision (MAP: 0.3095)

for automatic medical image retrieval. IPAL

incorporated the UMLS as a knowledge base and

found that it enhanced both text-based and visual

retrieval.

Question answering
Question answering can be approached as a special

case of high accuracy information retrieval. Rather

than returning a list of documents from large

text collections, question answering attempts to

provide short, specific answers to questions and put

them in context by providing supporting informa-

tion and linking to original source documents [78].

Question answering has been initially addressed as an

open-domain application, and more recently in

restricted domains [79]. The clinical domain has

seen active research earlier, hence it is covered in this

section, while genomics has only been tackled more

recently [80].

Question answering systems typically incorporate

components of question analysis, query formulation,

information retrieval, answer extraction, summariza-

tion and presentation. For question-answering in the

biomedical domain, Zweigenbaum [81] is the most

accessible introduction.

Although the needs for answering clinical ques-

tions have been widely recognized (e.g. [82]),

medical question answering is a relatively new

field. Jacquemart and Zweigenbaum [83] conducted

a feasibility study for answering clinical questions

in French. Huang et al. [84] mapped clinical quest-

ions based on Problem/Population, Intervention,

Comparison and Outcome (PICO). Demner-

Fushman and Lin [85] then identified and extracted

the PICO texts to answer clinical questions; they also

found that domain-specific knowledge (e.g. journal

impact and MeSH terms) enhanced information

retrieval [86]. Yu et al. [87] implemented a medical

question answering system and conducted a usability

study to compare the question answering system

with other information retrieval systems (e.g.

PubMed).

The Text Retrieval Conference (TREC, Section

‘Annotated text collections and large scale evalua-

tion’) Genomics Track has been a driving force for

question answering in the genomics domain. In

2006, the Genomics track single task focused on

retrieval of short passages that specifically answer

biological questions (e.g. ‘What is the role of PrnP in

mad cow disease?’) [80]. Thirty-one groups partici-

pated in the Genomics Track, and obtained

the following mean average precision scores:

0.0198–0.5439 (median: 0.3083) for document

retrieval, 0.0007–0.1486 (median: 0.0345) for

passage retrieval and 0.011–0.4411 (median 0.1581)

for aspect retrieval.

One of the best-performing systems [88] inte-

grated rule-based, dictionary and statistical methods

for recognizing term variations, synonyms, hyper-

nyms and hyponyms and other related terms, and

found they greatly enhanced the performance of

question answering. Another highly-performing

system [89] combined the results of four independent

information retrieval systems (Essie, EasyIR,

SMART and Theme) and found that the fusion

significantly outperformed individual systems.

Advanced information retrieval models have been

explored by many groups. For example, Jiang et al.
[90] explored language models and relevance

feedback; Caporaso et al. [91] explored Latent

Semantic Analysis; Divoli et al. [92] took into

consideration the structure of the questions and of

the full-text documents; however, those models did

not enhance the passage retrieval performance.

Zheng et al. [93] selected sentences based on their

syntactic tree-structure similarity with the question

and found that shallow parsing enhanced the

performance for answer extraction.

Literature-based discovery
An exciting usage of information extracted from the

scientific literature by the various text-mining

methods outlined above consists in trying to uncover

‘hidden’, indirect links: this is often called ‘literature-

based discovery’ [10]. These links can be proposed as

potential scientific hypotheses, the prototypical

example being that between fish oil and Raynaud’s

disease, hypothesized by Swanson in his seminal

paper [94]. Since then, few methods and systems

have been designed to help such discovery. Given

initial user-specified targets, they compute and
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traverse association links, and propose the highest-

ranked associations to the user.

Some researchers [95] find NLP to be computa-

tionally too expensive for practical use in literature-

based discovery, and fold back to using the manually

assigned MeSH terms available in MEDLINE.

Nevertheless, methods generally rely on some

amount of natural language processing to obtain

the basic facts: Jelier et al. [96] use named entity

recognition; to perform NER, Seki et al. [97] extend
terms with words of their definitions in an IR-style

query-expansion mode; Pospisil et al. [98] use the

NER facilities of the LSGraph system; Palakal et al.
[99] start with simple co-occurrences to obtain

associations, then learn patterns to identify the

direction of associations; Rzhetsky et al. [100] exploit
the full parsing done in their GeneWays project. Full

parsing is more computationally demanding, so that

Hristovski etal. [101] envisage its integration with less

demanding co-occurrence-based methods. It may be

made practical, though, by running systems on

powerful computer clusters (see, e.g. Fundel et al.
[30] above in section ‘Identifying relations between

biomedical entities’).

Progress in literature-based discovery takes the

form of advances in methods, a greater number of

integrated systems (LitMiner [102], BBP [103],

Arrowsmith [104]; see Section ‘Understanding user

needs’), and more examples of actual usage of these

systems to propose ‘discoveries’ for further biological

experimentation [105].

A strand of research is akin to the distributional

analysis commonly performed now in corpus-based

semantics: two words are semantically similar if they

occur in the same contexts (e.g. [106, 107]). Here,

two biological entities are related if they occur in the

same contexts in the literature. Co-occurrence-based

methods, as discussed above in section ‘Identifying

relations between biomedical entities’, are based on

direct (‘first-order’) co-occurrence between biologi-

cal elements. In literature-based discovery, ‘second-

order’ relations are explored by looking for the

shared co-occurrents of two biological terms.

In this line of research, Jelier et al. [96] aim at

identifying genes which are functionally similar by

comparing their distributional profiles. They use

statistics based on the co-occurrence of concepts in

MEDLINE abstracts, as defined by MeSH terms and

a combination of genetic databases: this produces

concept profiles where each identified co-occurring

concept is assigned a strength of association with the

source gene, using the log likelihood ratio. Identified

concepts are restricted to those having prespecified

UMLS semantic types. Gene concept profiles are

then subjected to hierarchical clustering. In a given

cluster, the concepts which contribute most to

cluster similarity identify the shared functions.

Another series of second-order association

research, in the line of Swanson’s investigations,

relies on ‘B’ elements (e.g. blood viscosity) found in

the same ‘literatures’ (sets of papers) as ‘C’ (e.g.

Raynaud’s disease) and ‘A’ terms (e.g. Fish oil)

[A more detailed introduction can be found in (10)].

Second-order relations are explored by looking for

shared co-occurrents of ‘C’ and ‘A’ terms: they

provide the hypothesized uncovered links. Addi-

tionally, whereas corpus-based semantics focuses

on finding synonyms (or also hypernyms, transla-

tions, etc.) through tightly controlled co-occurrence

(short-distance or syntactic dependencies), literature-

based discovery is interested in more varied associa-

tive relations (e.g. ‘causes’, ‘treats’). Yetisgen-Yildiz

and Pratt [95] implement an ‘open-discovery’

approach, in the sense that a starting term ‘C’ is

specified, but target terms ‘A’ are left open. Their

LitLinker system looks for co-occurrents of ‘C’

(linking terms ‘B’), then for co-occurrents of these

linking terms (target terms ‘A’). LitLinker differs

from BITOLA ([108], see below) in the statistical

processing it performs. Documents are represented

by their indexing MeSH terms; the co-occurrence of

terms is weighted by their z-score, and a predefined

threshold keeps the most associated terms. Too

general and too similar terms are pruned with the

help of the MeSH hierarchy; co-occurring terms are

also filtered on their semantic groups, with different

constraints on linking terms (Chemicals and drugs,

Disorders, etc.) and target terms (Chemicals and

drugs or Genes and molecular sequence).

The obtained target terms are ranked according to

the number of linking terms that connect that target

term to the original starting term.

Hristovski et al. [101] help provide more precise

information about the ‘B’ terms, leveraging the

‘semantic predications’ extracted by BioMedLEE

[45] and SemRep [109] for B- or C-related

literature. This refines the search done using the

BITOLA literature-based discovery system [108].

They focus on the ‘treats’ predication, with the

following discovery pattern: looking for a new drug

treatment of Disease C, find a Substance B changed

(e.g. increased or decreased) in Disease C, then
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a Drug A which provokes the opposite change or

another Disease C2 which provokes the same change

and which is treated by a Drug A. Instead of leaving

it to the user to read relevant C-B and B-A

MEDLINE citations and find out what is ‘increased’

in relation to a disease and what can be used to

‘decrease’ it, this information is obtained from the

semantic predications produced by NLP systems run

on this literature. For instance, Eicosapentaenoic acid

(A, found in fish oil) is proposed to reduce blood

viscosity (B) and treat Raynaud’s disease (C); and

since insulin (B) is decreased in Huntington disease

(C) as in diabetes mellitus (C2), insulin treatment (A)

is proposed to treat Huntington disease.

Another strand of research explores the transitivity

of labeled relations extracted from the literature.

Individual relations are collected into large

interaction networks whose paths can reveal

indirect relationships. Palakal et al. [99] built a

directed relationship graph from the individual

directional relationships they collected by text

processing. The user can then formulate queries to

look for genes, cells, molecules, proteins or diseases

associated with the presence or absence of given

biological entities: e.g. ‘‘Find all the cells that are

present in inflammation but not in multiple sclerosis

and experimental allergic encephalomyelitis.’’

Seki et al. [97] adapt an information retrieval

model called an ‘inference network’ [110] to the

search of indirect gene–disease associations. In their

network, the disease is the query, genes are

documents, and intermediate nodes are gene func-

tions (GO terms) and phenotypes (MeSH C terms,

i.e. diseases). Conditional probabilities in this net-

work are estimated from co-occurrence in

MEDLINE: between MeSH terms (disease and

phenotypes) and between MeSH terms and cross-

referenced Entrez Gene entries (phenotypes and

gene functions). The latter is complemented by

taking into account textual co-occurrence in

MEDLINE abstracts, which improved system pre-

diction by 4.6% (area under the ROC curve or

AUC) on known gene–disease associations from the

genetic association database (GAD). Overall, AUC

values ranged from 0.623 to 0.786 depending on the

domain of the disease. An additional preliminary

experiment, with the full text of papers showed

another increase of 5.1% in AUC.

Besides the literature-based discovery work

described here, let us note that statistics of

co-occurrence over MEDLINE abstracts are widely

used in other biomedical text mining work. For

instance, validation and improvement of existing

semi-automatic methods for functional annotation of

genes was developed by Aubry etal. [105]. Evaluation
of this method on over 7000 genes showed that

combining evidence from the Gene Ontology with

co-occurrence statistics of gene and GO terms in

MEDLINE citations provides more information

about gene function than either approach alone.

Evaluation of literature-based discovery systems is

not easy, since for a true discovery, there is no

immediately available ground truth which could be

used as a gold standard. A classical test consists in

replicating known discoveries: typically, Swanson’s

Raynaud–fish oil or migraine–magnesium links.

Another test [95] consists in dividing MEDLINE

publications into two sets separated by a cutoff date:

literature-based discovery proceeds on the older set

and results are tested against the more recent set.

Precision and recall measures can then be computed

on all generated discoveries. Most recently, Torvik

and Smalheiser [111] have made available a gold

standard for evaluating the sets of terms that are

typically a product of literature-based discovery tools

(‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’ terms above).

ASSESSMENTANDUSER-FOCUSED
SYSTEMS
The biomedical text mining community has made

large strides in the development of materials and

infrastructure for large-scale comparative evaluations

of text mining systems (in the broader sense of that

term) in the recent past. These advances include both

the development of a large set of annotated textual

resources (known as corpora), and an infrastructure for

conducting shared tasks. Along with this attention to

principled, comparative system evaluation, there has

recently been some movement away from the

development of systems based on long-accepted

categories of NLP applications, and towards the

development of systems based on carefully assessed

user needs. The shared tasks themselves have been

carefully constructed to target the actual workflow of

biomedical researchers, and an additional small body

of very recent work has investigated specialized user

communities.

Annotated text collections and
large-scale evaluation
Evaluation is an essential tool that allows determin-

ing whether a given BioNLP method or system

effectively achieves its stated objectives and the
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extent to which it succeeds in performing a task and

achieving the anticipated results. As in any other

field, BioNLP researchers are concerned with

repeatability, comparability and viability of their

experimental results. A methodology that addresses

these concerns was pioneered by the KDD Cup

[112] and continues to be actively researched within

TREC [52]. This evaluation methodology involves

creation of test collections and development of

reliable and valid evaluation measures [113]. The

GENIA corpus [40] has marked the start of such test

collections in the biomedical domain. Recent

developments in creation of such collections and

metrics for biomedical text processing, address both

the methodological and practical issues.

Wilbur et al. [114] explored methodological issues

of finding and annotating general text properties for

text mining. They identify the following dimensions to

characterize information-bearing fragments of scientific

text: (i) Focus (scientific, generic or methodology);

(ii) Polarity (positive, negative, lack of knowledge);

(iii) Certainty (degree ranging from 0 to 3); (iv) Evi-

dence (absence, reference to, or presence in the

fragment); and (v) Direction/trend (high/low level or

an increase/decrease in a finding). Based on good

agreement in annotation of 101 sentences extracted

from biomedical publications, the authors express hope

that they defined an executable, reproducible and

machine-learnable practical task. Annotation of a large

collection using the above methodology is underway.

Such annotation requires domain knowledge and

significant time: annotation of 1100 sentences in the

BioInfer collection reported by Pyysalo et al. [115]
was started in 2001. This collection builds upon

entity annotation of the GENIA corpus and includes

annotation for relationships, named entities and

syntactic dependencies. Information about these

and other test collections and their availability can

be found at the ‘Corpora for biomedical natural

language processing’ website. (http://compbio.uchsc.

edu/ccp/corpora/pubs.shtml)

Several ongoing large-scale evaluations not only

generate reusable test collections, but also provide a

platform for exchange of ideas, fast adoption of best

practices and technology transfer.

With the goal of bringing together bioinformatics

and information retrieval researchers, a Genomics

track was started within TREC in 2002. The 2006

Genomics track task [80] was to extract passages

(paragraphs) providing answers and context for 28

questions collected from biomedical researchers.

The document collection consists of 162 259 full-

text documents subdivided into 12 641 127 para-

graphs. Content experts determined the relevance of

passages to each question and grouped them into

aspects identified by one or more MeSH terms.

Document relevance was defined by the presence of

one or more relevant aspects. Thus the collection

provides relevance judgments at the passage, aspect

and document level.

The goals of the second BioCreAtIvE evaluation

were finding mentions of genes in the text, normal-

ization of gene names and extraction of protein–

protein interactions. Morgan et al. [116] analyze

issues involved in organizing the evaluation and

preparing the text collection on the example of the

BioCreAtIvE task of finding EntrezGene identifiers

for all human genes and proteins mentioned in a

MEDLINE abstract.

Although the large-scale evaluation tasks are

modeled using some practical tasks and real user

needs, an in-depth principled study of information

needs of biologists would provide further insights for

conducting evaluations. Similarly, although some

discussion of the reliability and validity of the

evaluation measures is taking place within the

community-wide evaluations, the community

would greatly benefit from a principled analysis

of the currently used metrics.

Understanding user needs
Studies of user needs, behavior and interactions with

tools are an effective way to determine which

bioinformatics tools and services are needed, and

whether they will be useful. Unfortunately, this area

of research has mostly been neglected in BioNLP,

although this has changed somewhat in the recent

past. Recent efforts primarily focus on the applica-

tion of natural language processing methods to

support advanced functionality of tools for research-

ers and database curators, taking into account user

needs. The systems are mostly developed to address

a specific task and/or user group, e.g. a specific

organism database curation or creation of a personal

digital library of scientific publications.

Iterative development based on user observation

and user’s feedback was applied in the implementa-

tion of a tool for FlyBase curation [117]. Natural

language processing integrated in this tool includes

recognition of mentions of genes and related noun

phrases. The tool provides capabilities to navigate to

listed mentions and visual cues that help identify
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related entities. A pilot evaluation of the tool helped

to identify additional desirable features, such as

highlighting tables and captions, and keeping track

of users’ actions.

Similarly to the FlyBase curation tool, LitMiner

[102] was developed to enable biologists’ analysis of

published articles. The LitMiner application is a suite

of tools for searching the biomedical literature via

PubMed and for manipulating the results. The results

could be manipulated as follows: (i) clustered into

a hierarchical subject list based on keywords

extracted from the titles and abstracts of the articles;

(ii) saved and shared with collaborators; (iii) gene

co-occurrences could be compared and the

relationships between genes could be visualized

using a network graph. Aliases used to refer to

genes in searching could be tuned using a thesaurus.

In a case study, increased access to publications

(measured by the numbers of orders) was observed

after introduction of this customized service.

The Brucella Bioinformatics Portal (BBP) pro-

vides integrated access to information available for

the Brucella genome and possibilities for research,

text mining and Brucella database curation [103].

The BBP text processing pipeline uses TextPresso

[118] to extract Brucella-related information from

MEDLINE/PubMed citations into the database.

Although there has been some recent research on

user needs, we hope to see more studies and systems

grounded in real-life tasks. It would be interesting to

see a systematic approach of user observations and

dialog with intended users, and whether such

approach will improve the initial system design. As

a number of systems and services are becoming fairly

mature, we might see more user-centered rigorous

evaluations in the future.

Additionally, the TREC Genomics track (Section

‘Annotated text collections and large-scale evalua-

tion’) has made serious efforts to focus its recent

question-answering evaluations on the actual infor-

mation needs of a range of types of bioscientists.

Specifically, the track has engaged in a concerted

effort to collect actual questions from working

scientists with a broad range of backgrounds

and from a wide range of working environments

[119, 120]. The BioCreative shared task (Section

‘Annotated text collections and large-scale evalua-

tion’) has made concerted efforts to focus its

tasks around applications of actual use to bio-

logical researchers, especially database curators.

BioCreative’s approach to this has centered on

aggressively pursuing and maintaining collaboration

with biologists at CNIO, Mouse Genome

Informatics, InterAct, MINbT and EBI, both

in defining tasks and in evaluating system outputs

[121, 122].

OUTLOOK FORTHE FUTURE:
WHATARETHE ‘NEW FRONTIERS’
FOR BIOMEDICALTEXTMINING?
As we have seen, there has been significant progress

in a number of areas of biomedical text mining

research. Nonetheless, there are significant unsolved

problems—both ones that have thus far resisted our

attempts to solve them, and ones that have only

barely been attempted.

Hunter and Cohen [2] identify some encouraging

trends, which include the following:

� The increasing sophistication of knowledge repre-

sentations, both in terms of semantic resources

such as proposition banks [123, 124] that take us

beyond the binary representations that have

characterized most of the early work on biome-

dical relation extraction [125] and in terms of

work that targets binary relations of increasing

granularity [126].

� Increasing awareness of the importance of

being able to map from strings in text to

the things in the world (unique identifiers) or

the concepts in ontologies to which they refer

[127–129, 116].

� The increasing availability of tools that are actually

being used by working scientists [130–132, 118].

Despite these encouraging signs of progress,

Zweigenbaum et al. [133] were able to identify six

areas that truly constitute ‘new frontiers’ in

biomedical text mining: question-answering; sum-

marization; mining data from full-text journal

articles; co-reference resolution and normalization;

user-driven systems, including assessment of user

needs and of user interfaces; and evaluation.

Furthermore, we can add to this list: quality

assurance and robustness remain mostly ignored in

biomedical text mining, and there is a clear need

for portable systems, as well as for methodologies

for assessing the utility and impact of text mining

technologies for a range of users encompassing

biologists, clinicians and hospital billing depart-

ments [134]. In this review, we have been able to

report recent work, and in some cases encouraging
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progress, in a number of these areas. However,

others of these areas remain neglected. Much work

remains to be done; happily, biomedical text

mining is an extremely active area of research at

this time [135], and the likelihood of continued

progress seems high.
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